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Abstract

This article focus on the key issue of energy dissipation in passive rockfall pro-
tection structures when exposed to impact when intercepting a rock block. As
an application case, a structure consisting in a wall made of articulated con-
crete blocks is considered. A Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD) model
of this structure was developed and calibrated with respect to the spatio-
temporal impact response obtained from real-scale impact experiments. This
model accounts for energy dissipation by friction between the system bodies and
plasticization at contacts. The energy dissipation computation method is detailed
and its correctness is demonstrated based on the simulation of two impact cases.
The evolution with time of energy dissipation by each dissipative mechanism
provides insights into the global structure response with time in terms of displace-
ment and contact force amplitude. The influence of the model parameters on the
contribution of these two dissipative mechanisms is evaluated. A ratio between
energy dissipation by friction to energy dissipation by plasticization is proposed
as a criterion for structural response evaluation. The variability in energy dissi-
pation varying the impact conditions is addressed. In the end, this study reveals
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the benefits derived from a precise quantification of energy dissipation in passive
rockfall protection structures with promising perspectives in terms of structure
design improvement.

Keywords: rockfall, impact, NSCD model, energy dissipation

1 Introduction

Passive rockfall protection structures such as flexible barriers, galleries, walls and

embankments are often built on slopes to intercept or deviate rock blocks with kinetic

energies sometimes exceeding 10 MJ (Volkwein et al, 2011). These protection struc-

tures are thus designed to withstand the severe localised dynamic loading they are

exposed to during their normal operation. During impact, the structure experiences

displacement and damage, with an amplitude that depends on the reduction in rock

block kinetic energy over the impact duration. The kinetic energy lost by the rock

block is progressively dissipated in the structure and, to a lesser extent, transferred to

its foundation, this latter most often consisting in soil or bedrock.

The structure capacity in withstanding the impact load, as well as its mechanical

response, is highly dependant on its capacity in transferring and dissipating energy.

For this reason, energy dissipation in structures exposed to impacts by rock blocks is

more and more addressed investigating the response of flexible barriers (Duan et al,

2023; Dhankal et al, 2012; Xu et al, 2018; Yu et al, 2019; Castanon-Jano et al, 2019;

Di Giacinto et al, 2020; Previtali et al, 2021), embankments and walls (Ronco et al,

2009; Furet et al, 2022; Marchelli and Deangeli, 2022), steel posts (Zhao et al, 2021;

Ng et al, 2023), cushion materials and energy dissipators (Zhang et al, 2017; Previ-

tali et al, 2021; Yan et al, 2022; Liang et al, 2022; Yang et al, 2024). Dissipation in

rockfall protection structures mainly results from plasticization of the structure mate-

rials and components and from friction within materials or at the interface between

the structure components. Other dissipative mechanisms, such as thermal dissipation,
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are generally negligible or considered as such. The prevailing dissipative mechanism

depends on the structure type, its constitutive materials and design as well as on the

incident rock block kinetic energy. The vast majority of research works addressing

energy dissipation are based on simulation results, making use of commercially avail-

able or in-house codes which are based on finite element, finite difference or discrete

element methods (FEM, FDM and DEM resp.). All these models rely on simplifica-

tions and assumptions in particular concerning the realism of the structure description

and the considered constitutive laws. In the best case, the model parameters were

calibrated and/or validated against results from experiments on real-scale structures.

By comparison with experiments, numerical simulations give a much easier access

to the various data necessary for computing energy terms, and in particular the dis-

sipative terms. Nevertheless, in all but a few research (e.g. (Ng et al, 2023)), the

soundness of the energy terms quantification is debatable for various reasons. In many

cases, not all the energy terms were taken into account. For example, elastic strain

energy is often not mentioned, neither than the variation in potential energy, even

when large mass components experience significant displacement along the vertical

axis. Sometimes, the absence of the term is due to the fact that some commercially

available simulation tools do not provide the user with all necessary data (e.g. Furet

et al (2022); Yang et al (2024)).

In addition, very limited details are provided concerning the way the various energy

terms were computed while the energy balance of the numerical method used can

play an important role. Indeed, explicit schemes can inject artificial energy into the

system if the time discretisation is too coarse. This problem is often avoided for reasons

of computational stability by adding viscous dissipation to the system that is not

justified by the physics of the phenomenon. Conversely, purely implicit schemes, such

as the Euler backward scheme, dissipate a lot of energy numerically, which stabilises

the numerical simulation but provides results that are not conducive to the safety of
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protective structures. In the end, compliance with the fundamental principle of energy

conservation in the system is rarely supported by evidences while it is a prerequisite for

giving confidence in the simulation results. In many cases, this compliance is debatable

or it can’t be checked a posteriori (Di Giacinto et al, 2020).

This article proposes a detailed and rigorous investigation of energy dissipation

in a particular and complex type of rockfall protection wall made from piled-up and

articulated concrete blocks. This rockfall protection wall is first described. Then, the

NSCD model implemented in the Siconos software, which meets energy conservation

requirements thanks to a particular time integration scheme, and the method for com-

puting energy dissipation from simulation results are presented. The detailed analysis

of energy balance for two impact cases reveals the interest in considering dissipa-

tive mechanisms for describing the whole structure response with time. The influence

of the model parameters and of the impact conditions on the structure response is

then addressed, focusing on the respective contribution of the dissipative mechanisms.

The ratio between the amount of energy dissipated by friction to that dissipated by

plastification is then proposed and used for describing the whole structure response.

Combined with the energy transferred to the structure, this ratio is proposed for

improving the structure design when considering a wide range of impact conditions.

2 Considered rockfall protection structure and its

model

This research focuses on a specific type of rockfall protection structure made of con-

crete blocks interconnected one to each other to form articulated walls. This type of

massive rockfall protection structure has the advantage of having a reduced foot-print,

similarly as other structures (Lambert et al, 2019; Korini et al, 2021). The development

of this structure type involved real-scale impact experiments together with numerical

modelling.
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2.1 Structure description

The structure consists of concrete blocks, 1850kg in mass each, that are piled up in

staggered rows (Fig. 1). Superimposed concrete blocks are traversed along the ver-

tical axis by connectors consisting in assemblies of metallic tubes and cables which

aim is to ensure mechanical continuity of the wall. The concrete blocks shape favours

relative rotation between adjoining blocks in the same horizontal row. The wall defor-

mation capacity is further increased by the space left between tubes and concrete

blocks, on one side, and between adjoining concrete blocks on a same horizontal row

on the other. This innovative technology offers the possibility to build massive ver-

tical walls, with reduced foot print, high deformability and versatility. For example,

different geometric arrangement of the concrete blocks along the longitudinal axis can

be adopted such as the zig-zag pattern considered in this study or a linear wall, with

or without partition walls (Furet et al, 2022). Such structures are intended to serve as

passive protection against gravity driven natural hazards, and in particular rockfall.

A key feature of this structure type lies in the fact that the interconnections between

the concrete blocks improve the structure stability preventing from excessive concrete

blocks displacements in the impact vicinity.

Depending on the kinetic energy of the rockfall to intercept, the impact response

of such articulated-concrete blocks walls may involve concrete crushing and fracture,

basal sliding, wall tilting and relative displacement between superimposed concrete

blocks with an amplitude that decreases with the distance to the impact location (see

(Furet et al, 2020, 2022; Gupta et al, submitted)).

More details concerning the structure description are provided in (Furet et al,

2022).
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Fig. 1 (a) Experimental full-scale structure and (b) concrete block geometry and dimensions

2.2 The NSCD structure model

The structure was modelled using the Siconos software package (Acary and Perignon,

2007; Acary et al, 2019) which is based on the Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD)

approach (Jean and Moreau, 1987; Jean, 1999; Dubois et al, 2018). The choice of NSCD

modelling was preferred over FEM, FDM and DEM for computation time reasons.

With NSCD, one simulation with a personal computer typically lasted 20 minutes,

compared to 10 hours with the finite difference model proposed by Furet et al (2022).

Running thousands of simulations for example in view of investigating the structure

response varying the parameters describing the structure or the impact conditions

thus becomes affordable.
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The layout of the wall model is presented in Figure 2 comprising of modelled

components for blocks, connectors and projectile. The mechanical and geometrical

properties of most of the components are directly taken from the full-scale experi-

mental structure. However, five model parameters cannot be directly assigned. Three

parameters concerned the contact mechanics, namely the restitution coefficient e, and

two friction coefficients for concrete-concrete interfaces and concrete-foundation inter-

face µcc and µcs. These three parameters are intrinsic to the modelling approach and

are not easy to measure a reliable way under dynamic conditions. The two other

parameters vp and dz concerned geometrical features used in the model for describing

the structure. The parameter vp represents the relative looseness in the cable connect-

ing the concrete blocks and dz defines the position of the virtual disk that enables

the contact between the blocks and the tubes. The need for a calibration of these two

parameters resulted from a large value variability and from a difficulty in determining

a relevant and precise value from some measurements.

More details concerning the way the structure was represented are provided in

Gupta et al (2023).

The main lines of the computation method are described in the following and an

exhaustive description is given in Acary and Collins-Craft (2023), in the case of linear

elasto-dynamics. In our context of 3D rigid bodies, the equation of motion with contact

and Coulomb friction is given by:
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(Gupta et al, 2023). Location of points where data were collected during the real-scale experiments
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q̇ = T (q)v,

Mv̇ = F (t, q, v) +G⊤(q)r,

uα = Gα(q)v

rα = 0, if gαN(q) > 0,

Kα,∗ ∋ ûα⊥ rα ∈ Kα, if gαN(q) = 0,

uα,+
N = −eαuα,−

N , if gαN(q) = 0 and uα,−
N ≤ 0


α ∈ I,

The vector q is the configuration vector which combines the position of the centre

of mass and the parameterisation of the rotation with quaternions for each body. The

generalised velocity vector v contains the centre of mass velocities and the angular

velocities expressed in the body frame. The matrix T (q) relates the time derivative of

q to v. I is the set of potential contacts and gαN(q) is the gap function associated to the

distance between bodies potentially in contact. The matrix M is the mass matrix, the

vector F is the force vector that collects the external applied forces and the gyroscopic
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effects. For the contact point α ∈ I, the matrix Gα(q) is the contact configuration

matrix, which expresses the local relative contact velocity u in terms of the generalised

velocities v. The matrix G(q) collects the matrices Gα(q) for α ∈ I.

The reaction forces rα and the velocities uα are decomposed into their normal and

tangent parts, denoted rN, rT and uN, uT, respectively.

Using the modified relative contact velocity ûα, such that ûα
N = uα

N + µα∥uα
T∥, ûα

T

= uα
T , the Coulomb friction with unilateral contact is expressed as (see Acary et al

(2018) for details) :

Kα,∗ ∋ ûα⊥ rα ∈ Kα, (1)

The x ⊥ y symbol means that y⊤x = 0. The cone K = {r ∈ IR3, ||rT|| ≤ µrN} is

the usual Coulomb friction cone and K∗ = {z ∈ IR3 | zTx ≥ 0 for all x ∈ K} its dual.

The formulation is completely equivalent to the standard Coulomb friction model

with contact as shown in (Acary and Collins-Craft, 2023). The relation uα,+
N =

−eαuα,−
N is the Newton impact law for the contact α.

In order to take into account the impact phenomenon in case of a jump in velocity,

in a way that is consistent with the energy dissipation, the contact law is written with

the help of the Frémond approach Frémond (2017); Frémond (2002) as

Kα,∗ ∋

ūN + 1
2eu

−
N + µα∥ūα

T∥

ūT

⊥ pα ∈ Kα, (2)

where ū = 1
2 (u

α,++uα,−) is the average velocity of the pre- and post-impact velocities,

and pα the contact impulse.

With the Frémond approach, the Moreau–Jean scheme (with θ = 1/2) for the

system, for a time discretization t0 < . . . < tk < tk+1 < . . . < tn with a time step
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h = tk+1 − tk, is adapted as follows



qk+1 = qk + hT (qk+1/2)vk+1/2

M(vk+1 − vk)− hFk+1/2 = G⊤(qk)pk+1,

uk+1/2 = G(qk)vk+1/2,

pαk+1 = 0,

}
α ̸∈ Ik

Kα,∗ ∋ ũα
k+1/2 ⊥ pαk+1 ∈ Kα

}
α ∈ Ik.

(3)

with

ũk+1/2 =

uN,k+1/2 +
1
2 (e− 1)uN,k + µα∥uα

T,k+1/2∥

ūT,k+1/2

 (4)

to be consistent with Equation (2). The standard notation xk+1/2 = 1/2(xk + xk+1)

is used. The set Ik is the set of contacts activated at the velocity level:

Ik = {α ∈ I | gαN,k +
1

2
uα

N,k ≤ 0, and uα
N,k ≤ 0} (5)

The Frémond approach differs from the more classical approach, which was in

particular used by the authors in their previous work (Gupta et al, 2023, submitted),

that consists in using the post-impact velocity uα,+ instead of ū. It was preferred

in this study because preliminary simulations emphasized that the classical approach

resulted in slight energy balance discrepancies in the rare case of a sliding velocity

reversal during impact.

2.3 Model calibration

The calibration of the five model parameters was conducted based on a complex and

innovative approach quantitatively minimising the model prediction error in terms of
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wall impact response with time and space. This approached is described in Gupta et al

(2023) and is briefed here.

The calibration made use of measures collected during two impact tests on real-

scale structures, 14 m long and 3.2 m high. These impact tests involved a projectile

1.1 m in size with a kinetic energy at impact of 520 and 1020 kJ (Furet et al, 2022).

The considered measurements were the displacement at four points in the structure, as

illustrated in Figure 2, and at three times, i.e. for a total of 24 measures. Calibrating

the model parameters against this set of data thus allows accounting for the whole

structure response with time and space, under two different loading conditions.

The calibration strategy relied on the Bayesian interface statistical learning

method, accompanied by the meta-modelling techniques. The meta-modelling tech-

niques presented a surrogate of the NSCD model which represented a similar response

albeit negligible computation time (microseconds) in comparison to the time for one

NSCD model computation. Subsequently, a large number of computations was made

possible by meta-models which served as a forward model of the Bayesian interface for

model calibration. Besides, the Sobol sensitivity analysis was made possible through

the surrogate model which presented the relative influence of one parameter to the

other both in space and time.

This approach resulted in reference model parameter values presented in the first

row of Table 1. These values slightly differ from that in Gupta et al (2023, submitted)

due to the improvement in the computation scheme as detailed in section 2.2. Reference

to the other rows of this table will be made in section 4.

The significant effort made for calibrating the five model parameters based on 24

data describing the spatio-temporal response of the structure is considered to give

confidence in the model’s predictive capacity. By contrast, it is thought that a calibra-

tion based on a smaller data set, as often done, would have resulted in a less efficient
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model for predicting the whole structure response when varying the impact conditions

for example.

Table 1 Parameters value of the different models
used in this study

Model dz vp µcc µcs e
(cm) (cm) (-) (-) (-)

Reference 7.3 6.7 0.313 0.310 0.221
CS1 9.4 7.1 0.392 0.307 0.135
CS2 9.8 3.7 0.277 0.417 0.018
CS3 6.0 7.6 0.289 0.427 0.284
CS4 9.0 5.0 0.309 0.344 0.296
CS5 7.0 8.7 0.251 0.315 0.291
CS6 6.9 9.9 0.542 0.301 0.288
CS7 6.7 9.0 0.253 0.322 0.296
CS8 8.9 3.9 0.389 0.305 0.107
CS9 5.1 9.7 0.257 0.308 0.209
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3 Energy dissipation computation

This section first introduces the method established for computing energy dissipation

from the model simulation results. This method is then applied to two cases for its

validation.

3.1 Energy terms computation

This section presents the way energy dissipation terms were computed.

The discrete kinetic energy is defined as

KEk+1 =
1

2
v⊤k+1Mvk+1, (6)

and the variation of energy due to the work of forces is defined as

∆k+1
k PE = −hvk+1/2Fk+1/2. (7)

The notation ∆k+1
k P is used to outline that the work of forces over a time interval is

equal to the variation of the potential energy if the gyroscopic forces vanish.

The work associated with the normal component of a contact impulse is given by:

wα
N =

1

2
(uα,+

N + uα,−
N )pαN =

1

2
(1− eα)uα,−

N pαN ≤ 0 (8)

since uα,−
N ≤ 0 and pαN ≥ 0,

The work associated with the tangential component of a contact impulse is

computed as:

wα
T =

1

2
(uα,+

T + uα,−
T )pαT = −µα∥ūT∥pαN ≤ 0. (9)
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The discrete work of all contact impulses is given by:

Wk+1 =
∑
α∈I

uα
k+1/2p

α
k+1, (10)

that be decomposed in its normal

WN,k+1 =
∑
α∈I

uα
N,k+1/2p

α
N,k+1 =

∑
α∈I

1

2
(1− eα)uα

N,kp
α
N,k (11)

and tangent parts

WT,k+1 =
∑
α∈I

uα
T,k+1/2p

α
T,k+1 =

∑
α∈I

−1

2
µα∥uα

T,k+1 + uα,−
T,k+1∥p

α
N,k. (12)

It is shown in Acary and Collins-Craft (2023), in the case of linear elasto-dynamics,

that the discrete work of contact forces is non positive and the following discrete

energy balance is satisfied

∆KEk+1
k +∆k+1

k PE = Wk+1, with Wk+1 ≤ 0. (13)

where ∆Kk+1
k = Kk+1−Kk. Numerical evidence shows this relation is also satisfied

in the case of rigid bodies under gravity.

The energy dissipation due to the work of the tangential components of con-

tact impulses (WT,k+1) is directly related to frictional processes. Consequently, the

cumulative energy dissipated by friction is :

Df = −
N∑

k=0

WT,k+1 ≥ 0. (14)

The remaining part of the work of the contact impulses, that is the contribution

of the normal components of contact impulses (WN,k+1), is associated with energy
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dissipation (Dp) due to plasticization in the concrete block, in particular in the vicinity

of the impact point. Dp is defined as

Dp = −
N∑

k=0

WN,k+1 ≥ 0, (15)

Over the whole time interval of simulation, we have the energy balance

∆(KE + PE) = −(Dp +Df ). (16)

In other words, the total energy of the system decreased over time by the amount of

dissipation at contacts by friction and plasticization.

3.2 Application to the reference impact cases

The previously described method was used for computing energy dissipation in the

case of the two impact tests conducted on the real-scale structures (Furet et al, 2022).

The considered time step was 0.25 milliseconds and the duration was 1 second (see

the video of a simulation with this link).

For both impact energies, Figure 3 shows the evolution with time of the kinetic

energy and variation in potential energy of all the concrete blocks (KEwall and

∆PEwall, resp.), the sum of the variation in potential energy and the kinetic energy

of the projectile (∆PEproj + KEproj). KEproj comprises of the rotational and trans-

lational kinetic energies. The initial value of the former component is nil for these

two impacts but will be varied in the following. This Figure also shows the cumula-

tive energy dissipated by friction at all interfaces (Df ) and by plasticization in the

concrete blocks (Dp). The sum of all these energy terms is also plotted (Σ). All these

quantities are normalised by the projectile kinetic energy at impact, KEproj(t0).
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It is assumed that, at the projectile-wall contact, energy dissipation only occurs

in the impacted concrete block, which is consistent with the absence of projectile

damage observed after the experiments. In these plots, kinetic energy accounts for both

translational and rotational energies. For presentation clarity purpose, the contact of

the projectile with the soil after it bounced away from the wall is not simulated.

The first observation from Figure 3 is that the sum of all these quantities remained

constant, with a nearly nil variation over time. This shows that the energy balance

equation (Eq. 13) is respected and demonstrates the soundness of the computation

scheme.

The two impact cases exhibit similar trends. The projectile total energy, ∆PEproj

+ KEproj , sharply decreased at the very impact beginning, as a consequence of its

translational velocity reduction associated with the impact with the wall. Just after

the projectile lost contact with the wall, its velocity was small, with values of 10.7%

the incident velocity for the 520kJ impact, and 5.6% for the 1020kJ one. The variation

in concrete blocks potential energy, ∆Pwall, remained small with a maximum value

reached at 0.15 second approximately (amounting less than 4% the impact energy),

suggesting a limited upward displacement of the concrete blocks. By contrast, the

concrete blocks kinetic energy, KEwall, experienced a high variation over the first

tenths of milliseconds, with a maximum amounting more than 20% the impact energy

in both cases. It took more than 0.5 second before the wall kinetic energy was close

to zero, with a slightly higher duration for the 1020kJ-impact.

Dissipation by plasticization, Dp, mainly occurred at the very beginning of the

impact. Nearly 90% of the total dissipation by plasticization was reached less than 0.1

second after the projectile touched the wall. Dissipation by plasticization lasted longer

for the 1020kJ impact case (more than 0.4 second). In contrast, the cumulative energy

dissipation by friction, Df , increased more progressively and stopped increasing after

0.55 second approximately.
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For both impact cases, the dominating dissipative mechanism over the whole

impact duration reveals to be plasticization. In the end, energy dissipation by plas-

ticization amounted approximately 65% of the incident projectile kinetic energy for

both the 520 and the 1020kJ-impact. The remaining was dissipated by friction.

These curves and the derived trends reflect the whole structure response with

time and space. Energy dissipation by plasticization traduces the amplitude of the

normal impulse between system components. Energy dissipation by friction traduces

the amplitude of the relative displacement in the tangential direction between sys-

tem components, and mainly the concrete blocks and the foundation. Both dissipative

mechanisms initiate in the impact vicinity and progressively concern components at

further distance, depending on the amplitude of contact force and displacement. Most

of the dissipation by plasticization occurs in typically 0.2 second indicating a rapid

decrease in contact force amplitude between the blocks throughout the wall. At 0.2 sec-

ond , the wall still moves and dissipation by friction lasts until sliding on its foundation

stops (typically around 0.6 second).

3.3 Discussion

This description clearly shows that quantities associated with energy dissipation in the

system describe the whole structure response, with time and space, in a rather con-

densed and clear manner. The occurrence and respective contribution of the dissipative

mechanisms are highlighted.

The predominance of plasticization in energy dissipation after the wall is at rest is

evidenced by the ratio between the cumulative energy dissipation by friction, Df , and

the cumulative energy dissipation by plasticization, Dp, referred to as Rf/p. To some

extent, this ratio reflects the relative amplitude of the displacement with respect to

the contact intensity (contact force between blocks) over the whole impact duration

and whole structure. This ratio takes values of about 0.56 and 0.55 for the 520kJ-
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and 1020kJ-impacts respectively. This ratio will be considered in the following as it

relates to the whole structure response during the whole impact duration through the

relative contribution of the two dissipative mechanisms.

This structure was previously modelled with the finite volume formulation code

FLAC3D (Furet et al, 2022). This model accounted for the structure components and

geometry in a very realistic way. The constitutive laws accounted for plasticity, in

particular for modelling damage to concrete blocks. Energy dissipation was computed

with time, considering plasticization and friction as only dissipative mechanisms. Sim-

ilarly as in this study, the authors concluded that plasticization was the dominating

dissipative mechanism, with an average Rf/p value of approximately 0.4 considering

the two tests. More precisely, this ratio equalled 0.46 and 0.6 for the 520 and 1020kJ

impacts respectively. Nevertheless, it is worth highlighting that it was not possible for

Furet et al (2022) to access all quantities associated with energy, resulting in a 26%

difference between the incident projectile kinetic energy and the sum of all computed

terms.

4 Sensitivity of energy dissipation to model

parameters

4.1 Models parameters definition

The parameters of the reference model were calibrated using a fine-tuned approach

considering the displacement at four points in the structure, at three time instances

and during two impact tests at different impact energies. More precisely, the set of best-

fit parameters presented in the first row of Table 1 was defined so that the deviation

of the model predictions with all these experimental data was minimised. In addition,

results presented in Gupta et al (2023) evidenced that decreasing the number and

variety of data used for calibrating the model parameters had a significant influence
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on the model accuracy in modelling the whole structure response with time. This

suggests that the strategy considered for calibrating the model parameters may have

a significant influence on energy dissipation quantification by the model.

The dependence of energy dissipation on the model parameters was addressed con-

sidering different sets of model parameters that were calibrated from the experimental

data following different strategies, with increasing complexity (Table 2). The most

simple strategy for calibrating (or validating) a model generally consists in considering

the displacement at rest of one point in the structure. The residual displacement at the

impact location would have been the relevant data in this purpose but experimental

measurements at this location were globally not reliable or not available (Furet et al,

2022). For this reason, we considered the wall displacement after the 520kJ-test at the

base, at the Top and at point D (see Fig. 2) which correspond to calibration strate-

gies (CS) 1 to 3 in Table 2. The other strategies consist in considering displacement

at different locations in the structure, different time instances (namely ”Rest”, ”Init.”

and ”max” as defined in Gupta et al (2023)) and different impact energies. Over-

all, strategies 1 to 9 consisted in calibrating the model parameters by comparing the

model predictions with different selections of one to three data measured during the

real-scale experiments. In other words, each of these nine model was calibrated to pro-

vide the best estimate for the displacement at the considered point, time and impact

energy. This implicitly means that predictions at other points, times and energy are

not expected to be good.

The calibration strategies presented in Table 2 globally give priority to data mea-

sured during the 520kJ-test as this kinetic energy is more in accordance with the

kinetic energy to which this protection structures is intended. By contrast, the 1020kJ-

test corresponds more to an extreme situation in terms of incident projectile kinetic
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energy, inducing severe damage to the wall. Also, priority is given to calibrations strate-

gies considering measurements at rest, which is a common practice when calibrating

models on a quantitative basis.

For each strategy, the calibration of the model parameters followed the same scheme

as for the reference model, making use of the Bayesian interface accelerated with

polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) based meta-models (section 2.3). As suggested by

Gupta et al (2023), the model parameters value vary significantly depending on the

way the model was calibrated (Table 1). In particular, the maximum relative difference

in parameter value with the reference model exceeds 50% (e.g., e equals 0.107 for CS8

vs 0.221 for the reference model).

Table 2 Alternative calibration strategies and origin of the calibration
data.

Id. Considered Considered Considered Numb. of
point(s) time(s) energy(ies) calib. data

CS1 Base Rest 520kJ 1
CS2 Top Rest 520kJ 1
CS3 D Rest 520kJ 1
CS4 Top Max. 520kJ 1
CS5 D Rest 1020kJ 1
CS6 D Init. + max. + rest 520kJ 3
CS7 D Rest 520 + 1020kJ 2
CS8 Base + D Rest 520kJ 2
CS9 Base + D Rest 1020kJ 2

The nine structure models, corresponding to the nine sets of calibrated parameters,

were used to simulate the structure response when exposed to impacts with energies of

520 and 1020kJ. The comparison between the results from the nine models is based on

the Rf/p ratio, as this ratio reflects the structure response via the relative contribution

between the two dissipative mechanisms. More precisely, the relative difference in Rf/p

for a given model with that computed from simulations with the reference model is

presented in Figure 4.
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4.2 Comparison of the models predictions

Twelve predictions of Rf/p out of eighteen reveal rather good, with a difference with

the reference case less than 10% for one impact energy at least. This difference is

less than 5% for six predictions. Models that were developed following calibration

strategies CS4 and CS8 result in the best predictions among all nine models, with a

difference less than 5% for both impact energies. The worse predictions are provided

by CS2, CS3 and CS5, with at least one prediction with a difference exceeding 15%.

The four models that were calibrated based on displacement at rest after the

520kJ-test only (CS1, CS2, CS3 and CS8) all underestimate Rf/p for the 520kJ impact

energy. The fact that all nine models underestimate Rf/p for the 1020kJ impact case

is not explained. A global trend is observed where a larger number of input data for

the calibration results in better predictions. Nevertheless, the fact that differences less

than 5% were obtained with the CS4 model, which calibration considered one input

data only, suggests this not a strict rule.

Focusing on the calibration strategies resulting in the worst predictions, namely

CS2 and CS5, Figure 5 reveals significant difference with the reference model in terms

of energy dissipation by friction and by plasticization along the impact. For the 1020kJ-

impact case, the models calibrated against CS2 and CS5 underestimate Df by about

14% and 7% and consequently both models overestimate Dp. For the 520kJ-impact

case, Df is overestimated by one model (CS5) and underestimated by the other (CS2),

with a 10% deviation approximately in both cases. The opposite trend is observed

focusing on Dp. Last and not least, the differences with the reference model in terms

of both Df and Dp clearly appear from the early stages of the wall response to impact,

revealing a significant difference in wall response, and in particular in terms of blocks

displacement with time and space.
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It can be concluded that models calibrated against a limited number of data gen-

erally fail in accurately mimicking the whole structure response with time, which has

consequences on the computed energy dissipation.

4.3 Discussion

The results presented in the previous section evidenced that a model calibrated against

a limited number of data relating to an impact-induced structure displacement may

not be sufficiently precise to provide reliable estimates of energy dissipation terms. For

this structure, at least two data appeared minimum in this purpose. This is obviously

due to the fact that the model parameters govern the overall dynamic response of

the structure, meaning the displacement and load transfer with time and space, with

consequences on energy dissipation by both friction and plasticization. Considering

the displacement after impact at a single point of this large and complex structure

appeared to be inappropriate for calibrating a model used subsequently to estimate

energy dissipation. Any model developed in such a purpose, in particular, should thus

be calibrated considering a sufficient number of data in relation with the structure

response. For example, the displacement at different locations or at different time

instances may be considered. This is even more necessary when energy dissipation

quantification constitutes the basis of a design method (e.g. Marchelli and Deangeli

(2022)).

It is important to remind that, as any model, the numerical model of this structure

relies on different simplifications and assumptions which may have consequences on the

model predictions in terms energy dissipation. The proposed NSCD model accounts

for concrete blocks damage a simple way, with the advantage of a reduced computation

time. It has been calibrated so that displacements in time and space can be predicted

with good accuracy. Using this model for computing energy dissipation implicitly lies

on the hypothesis that all physical processes involved are accounted for. Demonstrating
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this hypothesis would require additional measurements, such as the relative speeds of

the blocks and their damage, as well as constitutive laws specific to the considered

configuration (damage to and friction between highly reinforced concrete blocks under

dynamic loading). This is out of reach of this research. It would also be impractical in

an operational context, because it would result in excessively long computations. This

research is thus based on two working hypothesis which concern the use of a simple

model and the dissipative mechanisms.

5 Energy dissipation capacities over a large range of

impact conditions

On-site rockfall protection structures are exposed to a wide variety in impact condi-

tions during their normal operation. The induced variability in response of rockfall

protection structures is mainly addressed focusing on their deformation or deflection,

load transmission and failure (Mentani et al, 2016; Bourrier et al, 2016; Toe et al, 2018;

Previtali et al, 2021; Lambert et al, 2021; Douthe et al, 2022; Qi et al, 2022). It is here

proposed to address the variability in structure response based on energy dissipation.

5.1 Impact conditions definition

In the previous section, the structure response was addressed considering two impacts

in the centre of a 14m long wall, by a projectile with a normal-to-the-wall incident

trajectory. These test conditions are consistent with current practices for rockfall pro-

tection structures testing, such that prescribed for flexible barriers (EOTA, 2018), but

are not representative of field conditions where impacts may occur under very dif-

ferent conditions. These impact tests constitute conformance tests that may not be

representative of the on-site structure response. For this reason, and in a similar way

as previously done for flexible barriers (Mentani et al, 2016; Toe et al, 2018; Previ-

tali et al, 2023), the investigation of the zig-zag wall response was expanded varying
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the impact point location, the translational and rotational velocities of the incident

projectile, the deviation of its trajectory with respect to the horizontal axis and with

respect to the normal to the wall longitudinal axis. Realistic ranges have been con-

sidered for these parameters (Table 3). The range for the impact point location along

the vertical axis, z, considered a minimum value equalling the projectile radius at the

toe of the wall and a free-board equalling the projectile diam at its top, in accordance

with some design practices (Lambert and Bourrier, 2013). The impact point location

along the horizontal axis, y was varied from the wall centre to a distance of 3.53 m

aside, in accordance with the length of the zig-zag pattern of this wall. The range for

the translational velocity, v, corresponds to translational kinetic energies from 130 to

810kJ. The maximum value is about 20% less than the wall nominal capacity (con-

sidered to be 1020kJ based on the experiments) to limit severe damage to concrete

blocks. The considered ranges for the projectile rotational velocity, Ω, inclination and

deviation were derived from the literature (Bourrier et al, 2012; Toe et al, 2018; Noël

et al, 2023). The same projectile as in the previous section was considered. The wall

length was increased to 28.2 m to limit boundary effects while keeping the compu-

tation time reasonable. The structure response description proposed hereafter is thus

relevant whatever the impact point location and providing that the wall extremities

experience very limited displacement. This condition can be insured on-site with soil

abutments or shrouds at the wall extremities.

These impact conditions were also considered by the authors for conducting an

inverse analysis of the wall response (Gupta et al, submitted).

Table 3 Model parameters with their considered range and mean value

Param. Range Distribution Unit
Translational velocity (v) 10 - 25 Gaussian m/s
Rotational velocity (Ω) 0.0 - 5.6 Uniform rot/s
Impact pos. - along length (y) 0.0 - -3.53 Uniform m
Impact pos. - along wall height (z) 0.55 - 2.10 Uniform m
Impact inclination (α) -60 - +60 Uniform °
Impact deviation (β) -45 - +45 Gaussian °
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A Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method (Lataniotis et al, 2015) was used to

generate 300 sets of 6 input parameters from the ranges presented in Table 3 for

running simulations with the reference NSCD model of the wall.

5.2 Influence of the impact conditions on the structure

response

The variability in structure response varying the impact conditions is illustrated from

the 300 simulations results in Figure 6 focusing on the post-impact displacement at

the top of the wall. This figure shows the location of the extremity of the structure’s

vertical connectors, as well as the mean position and the standard deviation of the

position in the X- and Y-axis directions of the connectors extremity.

The cloud of points reveals that much larger displacements in the X-axis direction

are observed at distance from the wall centre (i.e. when Y ranges from -2 to -4 m.

This is also the place where larger variability in displacement with impact conditions

is observed. Also, the displacement component along the Y-axis direction is much

smaller at the wall centre (Y=0 meter) than that 2.5 m aside. Theses differences in

wall displacement according to the impact location along the wall longitudinal axis

are attributed to the zig-zag conformation of the wall.

The variability in wall response with the impact conditions is also revealed by the

variation in Rf/p, which value typically ranged from approximately 0.4 to 3.8 over the

300 simulations (Fig. 7). This figure suggests a trend concerning the impact inclination

angle where an increase in the impact inclination angle, α, above 0° results in an

increase in the minimum value of Rf/p, meaning an increase in relative contribution

of friction over plasticization in total energy dissipation. To a much lesser extent, the

minimum value of Rf/p seems to vary with y and β.

Apart from α, no clear trend as for the influence of the parameters can be directly

derived from this simple figure.
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The Sobol indices is much more informative and confirms the influence of α. As

for the impact location, Rf/p is particularly dependant on the position along the wall

longitudinal axis, y, but not on that along the vertical axis, z. In a rather counter

intuitive manner, the projectile translational velocity, v, appears to have a very small

influence. The influence of the deviation, β, appears significant.

It is worth mentioning that there is a strong dependence between these parameters

as confirmed by the fact that the sum of the six Sobol indices significantly exceeds

1.0. This means that the dependence of Rf/p on one specific parameter, is influenced

by the value of another parameter. For example, the influence of the deviation angle,

β, depends on the impact location along the wall longitudinal axis, y, due to the wall

zig-zag conformation. The interrelationship also explains why no strong trend can be

derived from Figure 8.

The distribution of Rf/p was computed from the 300 simulation results comple-

mented with a refined distribution obtained from a specifically developed PCE based

meta-model (Fig. 9). This figure shows that the main dissipative mechanism is block

plasticization (globally, Rf/p < 1). Energy dissipation by friction appears to be negli-

gible in some impact cases with Rf/p values much less than 0.5. On the contrary, the

amount of energy dissipated by friction is more than twice that dissipated by plas-

ticization in other impact situations. Comparison of this distribution with the value

of Rf/p obtained for the two impact tests against which the model was calibrated

(0.56 and 0.55) reveals that these tests conditions favoured even more dissipation by

plasticization.

Considering separately cases where the impact energy is higher or lower than 500kJ

leads to the same general conclusion (Fig. 9) meaning that the relative contribution

of friction with respect to plasticization in energy dissipation is the same whether the

projectile velocity is high or low (because its mass was not varied). This comment is

in line with the previous one on the influence of the projectile velocity on Rf/p.
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Overall, the prevailing dissipative mechanism appears to be block plasticization,

but there exists a strong dependence on the impact conditions. Besides, normal-to-the

wall impacts result in Rf/p values which do not reflect the average wall dissipative

capacities, meaning that the precise assessment of its on-site response in terms of

energy dissipation should not be extrapolated from results from such tests.

5.3 Interpretation

The results presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9 convey information of great value for

understanding the structure response and assessing its dissipative capacities and,

consequently its impact strength.

The displacement of the structure and the amount of energy it dissipates by plas-

ticization and friction depends on the energy that is transferred to the wall during the

impact. This amount of energy, referred to as ”imparted energy”, Eimpart, is considered

equal to the variation in projectile total energy during the impact:

Eimpart = ∆
(
PEproj +KEproj

)
(17)

The ratio between the imparted energy, Eimpart, and the projectile kinetic energy

at impact, KEproj(t0), ranges from approximately 0.25 to 1 depending on the impact

conditions (Fig. 10a). The variability in this ratio is governed by the inclination angle,

α, other parameters having negligible influence (Fig. 10b). Lower values of this ratio

are observed for high and low values of α (Fig. 10a). This is attributed to the fact

that a deviation in trajectory with respect to the normal of the impacted concrete

block favours projectile deviation, resulting in a higher projectile rebound velocity

and a lower Eimpart. Such non-normal impacts also result in lower impact forces on

the impacted concrete block, and thus to less plastic damage to this block. These

two comments are thought to explain the trend as for the influence of α as well as
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for the influence of β on the minimum value of Rf/p where a lower contribution of

plasticization is observed increasing the deviation of the projectile trajectory with

respect to the normal to the impacted block.

The virtually negligible influence of the translational velocity on the relative con-

tribution between the two dissipative mechanisms is thought to be due to, first, the

Gaussian distribution considered for this value and, second, to the dominating effect

of some other parameters.

The Rf/p ratio refers to the relative contribution of friction over plasticization

in energy dissipation but gives no indication on the amount of energy that is dissi-

pated in the wall. For this reason, evaluating the criticality of an impact in terms of

displacement or damage requires also accounting for the amount of energy the wall

dissipates during impact, which equals Eimpart. In other words, a very low, resp. high,

value of Rf/p will lead to high damage, resp. displacement, only if the energy that is

transferred to the wall during impact is high.

The structure efficiency analysis conducted combining Rf/p with the imparted

energy, Eimpart, reveals a certain correlation between the two variables, where lower

Rf/p values are globally associated with impact conditions where Eimpart is high, and,

inversely, higherRf/p values correspond to lower values of Eimpart (see Fig. 11). Impact

situations where the projectile incident trajectory is horizontal, with α values close to

0° , are globally associated with higher Eimpart values. On the contrary, extreme values

of inclination (α < -45° or α > 45° approx.) lead to Eimpart values less than 400kJ.

This figure confirms that downward projectile trajectories (positive α values) tend to

favour dissipation by friction, with Rf/p values most often higher than 1 while upward

projectile trajectories tend to favour dissipation by plasticization, with Rf/p values

most often lower than 1. These comments are in line with the previous comments on

the influence of α on the structure response.
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While Figure 9 revealed that the number of impact conditions where dissipation by

plasticization was statistically dominating, Figure 11 shows that the structure response

over this wide range of impact conditions is such that conditions where plasticization

dominates are associated with large amount of energy dissipated by the structure.

This leads to the conclusions that the probability for having large damage to concrete

blocks is high with this zig-zag conformation wall.

6 Perspectives

In this work, the dissipative capacities of the structure was addressed varying the

parameters describing the impact conditions over realistic ranges and considering real-

istic but rather arbitrary distributions (see Table 1). Important findings derived from

figures 9 and 11, in particular, are related to these ranges and distributions. Neverthe-

less and as previously suggested (Lambert et al, 2021), very different parameter ranges

and distributions for the parameters describing the rock blocks trajectories may be

observed on real-sites. In addition, there exists some couplings between the parame-

ters. In particular, upward incident trajectories relate to cases where the rock block

bounces in the ditch uphill the structure before impacting it. This bounce induces

energy dissipation and, for this reason, the rock block translational velocity at impact

on the structure is much less on the average than in the case of a block directly

impacting the structure with a downward trajectory. These couplings exist and are

site-specific but were not accounted for when sampling the 300 sets of input parame-

ters. These comments suggest that the structure dissipative capacity for a given site

may statistically differ from that derived from the results presented herein. As a conse-

quence, optimising the structure, for example in terms of conformation, should rather

be conducted considering site-specific impact conditions.
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For the considered wall, which has a zig-zag conformation, the main dissipative

mechanism was associated with concrete blocks damage. The Rf/p ratio had an aver-

age value of 0.8, meaning that 55% of energy dissipation was due to plastizication.

Depending on the impact conditions, the contribution of plasticization on total energy

dissipation varied between 20% and 70% approx., corresponding to the highest and

lowest observed Rf/p values respectively (3.8 and 0.4). Taking advantage of the ver-

satility of this structure type, its design could be improved, in particular considering

other conformations. This design optimisation could be based on the Rf/p ratio follow-

ing different strategies in terms of functional requirements. One optimisation strategy

could consist in preventing from both large damage to the concrete blocks and large

wall displacement whatever the impact conditions. In such an approach, the optimum

design would result in a wall for which the ratio Rf/p remains within a limited range

such that friction and plasticization rather equally contribute to energy dissipation in

any case. An other strategy could consist in designing a wall favouring displacement,

to prevent damage to concrete blocks, as damage to concrete blocks require work for

their replacement. In such a case, the wall geometry could be defined in view of reduc-

ing the probability of having a low Rf/p value. In this design optimisation process, the

value of the ratio should always be complemented with the imparted energy, as large

damage or displacement require that the amount of energy transferred to the wall is

sufficiently high.

7 Conclusions

Estimating the energy dissipative capacities of structures exposed to impact, among

which rockfall protection structures, is of paramount importance for understanding

their mechanical response and improving their design. The focus of this work was on a

rockfall protection wall made of interconnected concrete blocks for which a numerical

model developed under the NSCD framework and calibrated from real-scale impact
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experiments was available (Gupta et al, 2023). The method developed to derive the

energy dissipated by friction and plasticization from NSCD simulation results was

detailed. The response of the structure was addressed in particular in terms of its

energy dissipative capacities, considering a wide set of impact conditions.

The main conclusions are:

• the developed computation method ensures energy conservation in the system

throughout the simulation, which feature results from the fact that the numerical

scheme respects the discrete energy/work balance.

• accurate energy dissipation estimated from simulations requires that the model has

been calibrated against several experimental data describing the whole structure

impact response with time and space.

• tracking with time the cumulative amount of energy dissipated by friction and that

by damage to the concrete blocks provides a description of the whole structure

response with time and space.

• the ratio between the contribution of these two dissipative mechanisms, Rf/p, is

proposed to illustrate the whole structure response and assess its energy dissipative

capacities.

• damage to concrete blocks is the dominating dissipative mechanism for an

articulated-concrete blocks wall with a zig-zag conformation exposed to a wide

diversity of realistic impact conditions.

As a perspective, the general approach will be considered for improving the design

of such structures when considering site-specific impact conditions, for example for

optimising the wall conformation based on the Rf/p ratio.

This research focused on a particular type of passive protection structure but

the general principle could be applied to any type of structure exposed to impact,

and in particular rockfall protective structures in which energy is dissipated by
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two mechanisms mainly, as for example flexible barriers or rockfall protection

embankments.
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Fig. 3 Energy in the system obtained from the simulation of the structure response to 520- and
1020kJ-energy impacts.
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all 300 simulations.

Fig. 8 Total Sobol indices for the dissipation ratio.
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Fig. 9 Distribution of Rf/p varying the impact conditions (a) for different number of simulations
and (b) for different ranges of incident projectile kinetic energy.42
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Fig. 10 (a) Ratio of Energy imparted to the wall (Eimpart) to the projectile kinetic energy at impact,
and (b) The total sobol indices of ICPs for this ratio. Computed from the 300 model simulations.
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Fig. 11 Energy transferred to the wall and ratio between energy dissipated by friction and energy
dissipated by plasticization (Rf/p). Results from the set of 300 simulations varying the impact con-
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